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Chapter 4

Modelling Dynamic Conformations of Organic Mo-
lecules: Alkyne Carotenoids in Solution

Abstract

Calculating the spectroscopic properties of complex conjugated organic molecules in their re-

laxed state is far from simple. Additional complexity arises for flexible molecules in solu-

tion, where the rotational energy barriers are low enough so that non-minimum conformations

may become dynamically populated. These metastable conformations quickly relax during

the minimization procedures preliminary to density functional theory (DFT) calculations, and

so accounting for their contribution to the experimentally observed properties is problematic.

A strategy is described for stabilizing these non-minimum conformations in silico, allowing

their properties to be calculated. Diadinoxanthin and alloxanthin present atypical vibrational

properties in solution, indicating the presence of several conformations. Performing energy

calculations in vacuo and polarizable continuum model calculations in different solvents, three

different conformations are found with values for the δ dihedral angle of the end ring ca. 0, 180,

and 90° with respect to the plane of the conjugated chain. The latter conformation, a non-global

minimum, is not stable during the minimization necessary for modelling its spectroscopic prop-

erties. To circumvent this classical problem, a Car−Parinello MD super-molecular approach is

used, in which diadinoxanthin was solvated by water molecules so that metastable conforma-
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CHAPTER 4. Modelling Dynamic Conformations of Organic Molecules: Alkyne Carotenoids

tions were stabilized by hydrogen-bonding interactions. The number of solvating waters was

progressively removed to find the minimum required for this stabilization. This strategy rep-

resents the first modelling of a carotenoid in a distorted conformation and provides an accurate

interpretation of the experimental data.

Based on: Simona Streckaite, Mindaugas Macernis, Fei Li, Eliška Kuthanová Trsková, Radek

Litvin, Chunhong Yang, Andrew A. Pascal, Leonas Valkunas, Bruno Robert, and Manuel J.

Llansola-Portoles, Modeling Dynamic Conformations of Organic Molecules: Alkyne Caroten-

oids in Solution, The Journal of Physical Chemistry A 124 (14), 2792-2801 (2020), DOI:

10.1021/acs.jpca.9b11536.
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Introduction

4.1 Introduction

Modelling the vibrational and electronic properties of complex conjugated organic molecules

has tremendously progressed in the last 20 years because of the development of density func-

tional theory (DFT) and time-dependent-DFT methods and their combination with quantum

mechanics/molecular mechanics calculations or studies using ab initio molecular dynamics

(QMD)1–12. It is now possible to get quite precise estimations of the electronic and vibrational

properties of such molecules and to disentangle the parameters able to tune these properties.

However, for some molecules, the energy barriers for rotation around certain bonds are low

enough so that energetically non-minimum conformations become dynamically populated (in

solution at room temperature, for instance). Calculating the molecular properties of these mo-

lecules using only their global energy minima may thus not fully account for the experimental

observations. Similarly, it is often impossible to account for the properties of protein-bound mo-

lecules, when the binding site constrains them in a non-minimum conformation. Even though

local minima can be predicted by theory, the vibrational and electronic properties of the mo-

lecules in such local minima cannot be precisely assessed as these metastable conformations

quickly relax to global minima during the energy optimization procedures defined by DFT cal-

culations13–15. This constitutes a major challenge for accurately addressing the behaviour of

non-rigid molecules by theoretical approaches. In this chapter, a strategy is reported to cir-

cumvent this obstacle, which in many cases is at the origin of deviations between theoretical

predictions and experimental observations.

Built from the assembly of isoprenoid units, carotenoids are one of the most important

families of conjugated molecules in nature – being present in every biological kingdom. In

photosynthetic organisms, carotenoids act both as light harvesters and photoprotective mo-

lecules during the first steps of the photosynthetic process16,17. They represent an important

player in complex biological signalling processes, as the colour of a wide range of organisms

is carotenoid-based18–22. The origin of the functional properties of carotenoids directly correl-

ates with their linear conjugated polyene chain. A model involving three low-energy excited

states has been proposed in the literature to describe their electronic properties23–28. For linear

carotenoids, the 0–0 transition energy tightly depends on the conjugation length29,30. Nat-

ural carotenoids display large structural diversity, as their carbon skeletons may include several

functional groups, which may be conjugated with the isoprenoid chain (including substituted

cycles). The presence of such additional conjugated groups modifies the electronic properties

of these molecules and thus may tune their biological function16. In such cases, the vibrational

and electronic properties can be related to an artificial parameter effective conjugation length

(Neff), defined as the number of conjugated carbon−carbon double bonds in linear carotenoids
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that would account for the vibrational and electronic properties of the complex carotenoid29,30.

Because of the isoprenoid structure, calculation of their full electronic structure and vibra-

tional properties has proven complex even for the simplest carotenoid molecules. Considerable

progress has been achieved in this field, and prediction of the electronic behaviour of non-

distorted carotenoids has become feasible31. However, carotenoids often adopt distorted con-

formations when bound to proteins, corresponding to out-of-plane deviations of the molecule

because of rotations around C−C single bonds of the isoprenoid chain. Their precise charac-

terization requires the analysis of their photochemistry in different solvents, which, as a basis,

implicates a detailed characterization of their conformation. For β -carotene in solvent, it was

recently shown that the molecule displays out-of-plane deviations of its conjugated end cycles

while in some proteins, the conjugated end cycles are constrained in the molecular plane, res-

ulting in an increase of the effective conjugation length of the molecule32,33. In all these cases,

theoretical modelling can only address the properties of these molecules in their global minima,

so that an accurate account of the influence of these distortions is not currently possible.

Diadinoxanthin (Ddx) and alloxanthin (Allo), two complex carotenoids bearing alkyne grou-

ps within the linear conjugated chain (Fig. 4.1), are employed by some photosynthetic organ-

isms as light-harvesting and photoprotective pigments34–36. In this study, it is shown that the

properties of these carotenoids cannot be predicted by standard DFT-based approaches because

of the dynamic population of local minima. The introduction of solvent in the calculations has

been shown to stabilize different minima37, and so a new strategy based on this stabilization was

tested to model the properties of organic molecules in metastable conformations corresponding

to a local minimum. In this approach, this conformation is stabilized using water molecules

and perform the calculation on the carotenoid/water ensemble. The results are compared with

experimental data, and the importance of such sub-minimal conformers is discussed.

4.2 Experimental results

4.2.1 Electronic and vibrational properties of diadinoxanthin

The nominal conjugation length of Ddx is 10, eight C=C double bonds (alkyne) in the linear

chain, and one C=C in the terminal ring after the alkyne group. Each of the alkyne carbons has

two orbitals with sp hybridization and two non-hybrid p-orbitals, perpendicular to the sp orbitals

and to each other. Consequently, one of these two non-hybrid p-orbitals is aligned with the non-

hybrid p-orbital on the either side of neighbouring carbons (which show sp2 hybridization).

Thus, the conjugated chain is expected to extend through the alkyne group to the double bond

in the terminal ring. C=C bonds in end rings are generally only partially conjugated, as steric
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Experimental results

Fig. 4.1. Molecular structures of the carotenoids studied: Ddx and Allo. The δ angle repres-
ents the dihedral angle between C10′−C9′−C6′−C5′, which characterizes the rotation of the
conjugated end-ring relative to the plane of the polyene chain.

hindrance causes the ring to rotate out of the plane32,33 – although this may not be the case for

Ddx, in view of the absence of the hydrogen atom on carbon C7′. Depending on the precise

conformation of the end ring; therefore, the Neff for this carotenoid is expected between 9 and

10. In order to determine the exact Neff, the 0−0 electronic transition of Ddx was measured in

solvents of different polarizabilities (i.e., n-hexane, ethyl acetate (EtOAc), pyridine, and carbon

disulfide (CS2)). Figure 4.2 shows the absorption spectra exhibiting the three characteristic

vibronic bands for monomer carotenoids in solution – note that these bands appear somewhat

broader than simple linear carotenoids (see Supporting information, Fig. S4.4). The position

of the 0−0 electronic transition of Ddx in each solvent is reported in Table 4.1. The value in

n-hexane (21035 cm−1) is indeed between that of simple linear carotenoids spheroidene (N =

10) and neurosporene (N = 9) in n-hexane30, consistent with an Neff ca. 9.5.

Simple carotenoids display a single Gaussian-like shape for the ν1 band30, whereas Ddx

displays a double ν1 peak at both excitation wavelengths, and in all solvents used (Figure 4.2b).

It is observed that both components of the ν1 band downshift together toward lower energies as

the polarizability of the solvent increases, as for the single-component ν1 of “standard” caroten-

oids30. Typically, the presence of more than one component in this spectral region is attributed

to a mixed carotenoid population. However, additional purification steps, or isolation by a dif-

ferent protocol, still resulted in this apparently mixed population (data not shown), thus it does

not result from another carotenoid species present in the sample. Resonance Raman spectra

recorded at two different excitation energies, both on the red side of the 0−0 transition, may be

used to isolate individual carotenoids with shifted relative absorption within a mixed population,

even when the mixture represents different conformers of the same carotenoid38. The lower fre-

quency component of the ν1 band clearly gains intensity when shifting the excitation toward the
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Fig. 4.2. Room-temperature absorption (a) and resonance Raman (b) spectra of Ddx in n-
hexane, EtOAc, pyridine, and CS2. Two resonance Raman excitations were used, both on the
red side of the 0−0 electronic transition.

red, revealing that this component arises from a Ddx conformation with a slightly red-shifted ab-

sorption. The ν2 region, which arises from stretching vibrations of C−C single bonds coupled

with C−H in-plane bending modes, constitutes a fingerprint for carotenoid C−C backbone iso-

merization (cis/trans)39,40. For Ddx in all solvents, this region does not show any consistent

sign of isomerization, which would be marked by a satellite band ca. 1130−1140 cm−1 appear-

ing in the entire set of solvents. Hence, it can be concluded that there is no isomerization in the

main carotenoid C−C backbone, and Ddx is in the all-trans configuration.

Resonance Raman spectra of Ddx in pyridine were measured at low temperature (77 K)

using a range of excitations across the 0−0 electronic transition (Fig. 4.3). At low temperature,

the doublet character of the ν1 band disappears, resulting in a shape similar to that observed

for regular carotenoids. However, the precise position of the ν1 is highly excitation depend-

ent, gradually shifting from 1532.6 to 1527.8 cm−1 upon shifting the excitation from 488.0

to 514.5 nm. This is fully consistent with the mixture of Ddx conformations concluded from

the experiments at room temperature. As the electronic transition narrows upon lowering the

temperature, the resonance effect becomes more selective, and only one of the carotenoid con-
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Table 4.1. Position of 0−0 transition and ν1 component maxima for Ddx in n-hexane, EtOAc,
pyridine, and CS2.

Ddx 0–0 transition Excitation (nm) ν1−1(cm−1) ν1−2(cm−1)

n-hexane 475.4 nm (21035 cm−1) 476.5 1523.2 1528.9

488.0 1524.8 1529.3

EtOAc 476.5 nm (20986 cm−1) 476.5 1523.8 1529.3

488.0 1523.5 1529.5

pyridine 489.4 nm (20433 cm−1) 488.0 1522.1 1528.5

496.5 1520.5 1527.6

CS2 512.0 nm (19531 cm−1) 501.7 1519.8 1525.9

514.5 1519.8 1525.9

Fig. 4.3. Resonance Raman spectra in the ν1 region of Ddx in pyridine at 77 K for excitations
at 488.0, 501.7, and 514.5 nm.
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formers is observed in the resonance Raman spectra for each excitation. Hence, shifting the

excitation results in the selective enhancement of different carotenoid species, inducing the ob-

served shift in ν1 band frequency.

4.2.2 Electronic and vibrational properties of alloxanthin

Allo is investigated in order to determine whether the observed ν1 doublet is specific for Ddx

or is rather a feature of alkyne carotenoids. Allo is a Car with seven C=C double bonds and two

alkyne groups in the linear chain, as well as two conjugated terminal rings (Fig. 4.1). The ab-

sorption spectra of Allo in solvents of different polarizabilities (n-hexane, EtOAc, pyridine, and

CS2) are shown in Figure 4.4a; the values of the 0−0 transition for each solvent are reported in

Table 4.2. The nominal conjugation length of Allo is 11, but the position of the 0−0 electronic

transition of Allo (20773 cm−1) is at slightly higher energy than spheroidene (20644 cm−1),

indicating an effective conjugation length, a little shorter than 10. The resonance Raman spec-

tra of this alkyne carotenoid display the same features as Ddx – a splitting of the ν1 at room

temperature, where the relative intensity of the two components is excitation-dependent. The

positions of the ν1 maxima are located at 1523 and 1530 cm−1 in n-hexane, corresponding to

effective conjugation lengths close to 10 and 9, respectively. As for Ddx, the ∆ν1 between these

two peaks for Allo seems to remain constant for all solvents used, within experimental error

(±0.5). The ν2 region for Allo shows no sign of cis-isomerization in any solvent, indicating

that Allo is in the all-trans configuration. As both these carotenoid molecules display the same

unusual ν1 properties, it can be concluded that they are associated with the presence of the al-

kyne group in the conjugated C=C double bond chain. The doublet must be an intrinsic feature

of alkyne carotenoids in solvents, and each of the ν1 components corresponds to a different

conformation with slightly different effective conjugation length. It was recently reported that

the conformation of the conjugated end cycles of β -carotene had an influence on the frequency

of the Raman ν1 band of this molecule32,33. It is, therefore, reasonable to consider whether the

doublet has its origin in different conformations involving the conjugated end ring(s).
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Experimental results

Fig. 4.4. Room-temperature absorption (a) and resonance Raman (b) spectra of Allo in n-
hexane, EtOAc, pyridine, and CS2. Both Raman excitations were located on the red side of the
0−0 electronic transition.

Table 4.2. Positions of 0−0 transition and ν1 band components for Allo in n-hexane, EtOAc,
Pyridine, and CS2 at room temperature.

Allo 0–0 transition Excitation (nm) ν1−1(cm−1) ν1−2(cm−1)

n-hexane 481.4 nm (20773 cm−1) 488.0 1524.0 1530.7

496.5 1523.4 1530.4

EtOAc 483.6 nm (20678 cm−1) 488.0 1524.4 1530.8

496.5 1523.6 1529.8

pyridine 498.9 nm (20044 cm−1) 496.5 1523.1 1529.5

501.7 1522.8 1528.4

CS2 512.1 nm (19527 cm−1) 501.7 1520.3 1528.0

514.5 1520.2 1527.5
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4.3 Theoretical modeling of diadinoxanthin

4.3.1 In vacuo calculations

Extensive simulations of Ddx was performed in order to comprehend the physical origin of

the uncommon ν1 doublet in alkyne carotenoids. Only all-trans conformers were modelled, as

the experimental data for Ddx showed no sign of cis-isomerization for any solvent (no satel-

lite bands ca. 1130–1140 cm−1 in Raman spectra; see above). First, all-trans Ddx molecules

are simulated in vacuo using the B3LYP/cc-pVDZ method31,41. The complex electronic struc-

ture of carotenoids, with at least three lowest excited states with perturbed symmetries 11A−g
(forbidden), 11B−u (forbidden), and 11B+

u (strongly allowed), makes the calculation of the ex-

cited states somewhat complex. The determination of the lowest excited states can be predicted

by involving the highest three occupied molecular orbitals [highest occupied molecular orbital

(HOMO), HOMO− 1, and HOMO− 2] and the lowest three unoccupied ones [lowest unoccu-

pied molecular orbital (LUMO), LUMO + 1, and LUMO + 2] in the calculation, as described

elsewhere13–15. The B3LYP approach with CAM corrections yields a theoretical energy value

for the S0 → S2 transition of 2.6 eV (476.3 nm), and a resonance Raman spectrum contain-

ing a mono-modal ν1 band similar to that usually observed for simple carotenoid molecules

(1566.1 cm−1). Hence, the mono-modal ν1 band obtained in the calculations establishes that

the alkyne group does not induce a combination of C=C modes, leading to the experimentally

observed split of the ν1 band. The ν1 frequency is primarily sensitive to the structure of the C=C

conjugated chain, which depends in part on the precise cis/trans configuration of the molecule.

The experimental resonance Raman spectrum (Fig. 4.2) reveals that Ddx is in an all-trans con-

figuration, so a change in configuration of the C−C backbone is excluded as the origin of the ν1

doublet. However, it is possible that changes in the conformation of the conjugated end cycle

alter the effective conjugation length of Ddx. A search was done for possible conformations

of the Ddx molecule that could account for this split, analysing the minimal conformation of

the alkyne end group of Ddx. As the triple bond is rigid, a particular study was done on the

conformation of the carbon atoms labelled C10′−C9′−C6′−C5′ (Fig. 4.1) described by the

dihedral angle (δ ), which primarily represents the rotation angle around the C−C bonds either

side of the triple bond. The two possible stable minima involving the end-cycle positions calcu-

lated in vacuo are shown in Fig. 4.5a (see also Supporting information, Fig. S4.1), δ = 183.15°

(r-trans type) and δ = 7.88° (r-cis type).

These two conformations were taken as starting points to calculate the ground-state energy

of Ddx upon rotation of the dihedral angle (δ ) between C10′−C9′−C6′−C5′. Two stable min-

ima were observed for δ values close to 180° (r-trans type) and 0° (r-cis type) (Fig. 4.5b).

These two values correspond to an in-plane position of the ring on one side of the triple bond
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Theoretical modeling of diadinoxanthin

Fig. 4.5. (a) Two minimized conformations for Ddx in vacuo, r-trans (δ = 183.15°), and r-cis
(δ = 7.88°). (b) Relative ground-state energies according to the end group and polyene chain
position, upon rotation from the minimized starting conformations in (a). δ is the dihedral angle
between C10′−C9′−C6′−C5′ (see Fig. 4.1). The arrow marks an example of many unstable
local minima found in vacuo.

relative to the polyene chain on the other, with an energy barrier for conversion between them

lower than 0.1 eV. It is worth noting that this represents only ca. 30% of the energy barrier

calculated for standard carotenoids with conjugated end cycles (e.g. β -carotene42), implying

that this isomerization can occur more easily for Ddx. The calculated C=C stretching frequency

of Ddx in these two conformations is practically the same: 1566.1 cm−1 (r-trans type) and

1566.2 cm−1 (r-cis type). Hence, these conformations do not explain the ν1 doublet observed

experimentally. Interestingly, a number of local minima are observed, independently of the ini-

tial optimized molecular structure, in the 80–100° and 270–300° ranges of the dihedral angle

(e.g., δ = 93.28°, indicated in Fig. 4.5b). However, the vibrational and electronic properties of
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such r-gauche-type conformations43 cannot be calculated because they are unstable – evolving

toward the r-trans or r-cis conformation upon minimization.

4.3.2 Simulations in the presence of solvent

The untestable conformation(s) of the alkyne group observed in vacuo represents a potential

candidate to explain the experimental properties of Ddx. To attempt to stabilize these local min-

ima, we first performed polarizable continuum model (PCM) simulations in different solvents.

These calculations in acetonitrile, n-hexane, and pyridine gave similar results to those obtained

in vacuo (data not shown). They reveal the presence of several dihedral angle conformations

with local minima in the 80–100° and 270–300° ranges of the dihedral angle but they were

unstable and evolved toward the two global minima (r-cis or r-trans conformation). There-

fore, a super-molecular approach was attempted to stabilize the structures at their local min-

ima using hydrogen bonds from water molecules37. A Ddx molecule was generated in one of

these r-gauche conformations (δ = 93.28°) and solvated it with 139 water molecules using the

PACKMOL package44. Then, Car−Parrinello molecular dynamics (QMD) were performed on

this ensemble, subsequently obtaining the time-dependent evolution of the dihedral δ angle at

300 K (Fig. 4.6). This angle presents fluctuations around 90° over the 1.5 ps timescale of the

simulation, confirming that the 139 water molecules are indeed able to stabilize this r-gauche

conformation – δ remains within the range 80–110°, rather than evolving toward 0/180°.

Fig. 4.6. Collected data for static modelling: temporal evolution of the δ dihedral angle of Ddx
surrounded by 139 water molecules; Car−Parrinello MD calculations at 300 K. Inset: Stable
minimum with the conjugated end ring in r-gauche conformation.
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Theoretical modeling of diadinoxanthin

To determine the minimum number of water molecules required to stabilize the r-gauche

conformation, those waters were first removed, which are not immediately surrounding the al-

kyne side terminal ring, keeping 29 water molecules solvating both sides of this ring and two

water molecules in the opposite non-conjugated ring. This ensemble (r-gauche Ddx + 31 HOH)

was then optimized by DFT, confirming that the r-gauche conformation remained stable (Sup-

porting information, Fig. S4.2). The number of water molecules was further progressively

reduced: first on side A and then on side B of the ring (see Fig. 4.1). In each case, the ensemble

structure was minimized, and the stabilized r-gauche conformation was then used to calculate

the dihedral angle and the ν1 band position (Supporting information, Table S4.1). All structures

with characteristic imaginary frequencies, and those which reverted to the r-cis or r-trans struc-

tures as a result of the optimization procedure, were excluded from the analysis. During the

optimization procedure of the Ddx structure, the water molecules were fixed as defined from

QMD calculations. This process led to a number of r-gauche structures stabilized by only a few

water molecules; an example of such an ensemble, with only five solvating water molecules on

side B and δ = 90.35°, is given in the Supporting information, Fig. S4.2.

Stabilizing the r-gauche conformation with a minimal number of water molecules then al-

lowed us to calculate the electronic and vibrational properties of this conformer and compare

them with the properties of the r-trans (183.18°) and r-cis (7.88°) conformers in vacuo. For each

structure, we determined the molecular orbitals involved in the S0 → S2 transition: HOMO,

HOMO − 1, HOMO − 2, LUMO, LUMO + 1, and LUMO + 2 (Supporting information, Fig.

S4.3). These π-orbitals are localized principally on the polyene chain but extended to the ring

C=C for the r-trans and r-cis conformers – as observed previously for carotenoids with con-

jugated terminal rings13,31. On the other hand, the r-gauche conformer exhibits remarkably

different HOMO − 2 and LUMO + 2 π-orbitals, involving the end ring and only extending up

to the triple bond (Fig. 4.7). The HOMO, HOMO − 1, LUMO, and LUMO + 1 orbitals also

exhibit differences from the cis and trans conformations, extending the length of the polyene

chain but ending at the alkyne group (Supporting information, Fig. S4.2). Hence, the electronic

and vibrational properties of this conformer may be significantly different because the HOMO

− 2 and LUMO + 2 orbitals have significant influence on these properties. We calculated the six

molecular orbitals for several of the r-gauche conformers, where the water molecules were at

different positions (Supporting information, Table S4.1). The Raman ν1 frequencies calculated

for each of the r-gauche structures are ca. 1570 cm−1; around 6 cm−1 higher than that observed

for the global minima in vacuo (r-cis or r-trans, 0/180°). The calculated pairs of values of S0→
S2 and ν1 for each r-gauche Ddx conformer, according to δ angle value and number of water

molecules, are reported in Table 4.3. It is worth noting that, as each of the calculated structures

is surrounded by water molecules at different positions, and the S0 → S2 state is sensitive to
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the presence of solvent, the calculated values are merely indicative of the tendencies in these

shifts. The largest calculated difference between planar and r-gauche-type conformers of Ddx

is 16 nm, but this may vary depending on the nature of the solvent used for stabilization.

Fig. 4.7. Molecular orbitals presenting significant changes, HOMO – 2 and LUMO + 2, for
Ddx in conformations r-trans (in vacuo) and r-gauche (stabilized by five waters). The entire
ensemble of molecular orbitals is in the Supporting information, Fig. S4.2.

Table 4.3. Calculated values of S0→ S2 and ν1 according to δ dihedral angle for r-gauche Ddx
stabilized by water molecules.

Water molecules δ (deg) S0→ S2 (nm)a ν1−1(cm−1)

0b 183.18 476.26 1566.09

4 180.74 477.13 1565.91

5 74.82 462.41 1571.24

5 78.91 460.87 1571.81

5 83.23 460.53 1571.83

5 90.35 460.52 1571.76

a CAM functional corrections involved in calculations.
b In vacuo

4.4 Discussion and conclusions

In this chapter, a strategy is designed for calculating the spectroscopic properties of complex

conjugated molecules in non-minimum conformations, and then this strategy is applied to ac-

count for the properties of alkyne Cars in solvents. These Cars (Ddx and Allo) both exhibit an
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Discussion and conclusions

effective conjugation length shorter than that deduced from their structure, and resonance Ra-

man spectra exhibit an abnormal split ν1 band. DFT calculations, performed on Ddx optimized

structures, suggest that the presence of the alkyne group does not induce any large redistribution

in the C=C stretching modes that could explain the observed ν1 splitting. The relative contri-

butions of the two ν1 components vary according to the excitation conditions, suggesting the

presence of populations with slightly shifted absorption transitions in all solvents studied. At

low temperature, the ν1 band becomes sharper and highly excitation-dependent, again suggest-

ing the presence of different conformations of these molecules with slightly shifted absorption

maxima. It was concluded that mixtures of alkyne carotenoid conformations occur in solvents

– therefore, these conformations are set out to be modelled.

The energy calculations performed in vacuo on Ddx suggest that this carotenoid may present

conformations with values of the δ dihedral angle of the end ring close to 0/180° (flat positions)

and 90/270° (perpendicular positions). The Ddx conformation corresponding to δ = 90° was

not stable in vacuo during minimization, rendering calculation of its electronic and vibrational

properties impossible. The ground-state energies of carotenoids may differ considerably in va-

cuum and in solvents because of the presence of heteroatoms. Therefore, PCM calculations

are performed on Ddx solvated by water, pyridine, acetonitrile, and n-hexane molecules. PCM

optimization of the r-gauche structure could not be achieved in any solvent – with the exception

of water (see below) – because the barriers separating the relevant local r-gauche minima were

very small (see Fig. 4.5). Water is not an ideal solvent for hydrophobic molecules, but it exhibits

a marked ability to form hydrogen bonds – which may interact with the molecule in such a way

as to stabilize new conformations. Car−Parinello molecular dynamics allowed the determina-

tion of an r-gauche conformation stabilized by waters, which was then progressively desolvated.

As a result, we obtained Ddx accompanied by a small number of water molecules in r-gauche

conformations with slightly different values of the dihedral angle. These conformations were

stable enough to allow an extensive set of DFT calculations to be performed, allowing us to

model the changes in electronic and vibrational properties of Ddx, according to δ . Calculation

of the orbitals of r-gauche Ddx generated HOMO− 2 and LUMO + 2 orbitals located on the end

grouping involving the alkyne bond (Supporting information, Fig. S4.3), whereas they are ex-

pected along the conjugated chain (see other orbitals in Fig. S4.3). Thus, where high-accuracy

quantum chemistry calculations are required, such as EOM-CCSD, CASSCF, or SAC-CI, these

should be applied with larger orbital windows or with differentially reorganized π-orbitals for

the r-gauche Ddx case. To apply the simplest semi-empirical method, for the prediction of the

perturbed symmetry states 11A−g and 11B−u , six orbital windows are used13. Some carotenoids

in solvents exhibit intramolecular charge transfer (ICT) states45. However, these do not appear

in our calculations, suggesting that ICT states are not present in Ddx conformers.
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The ν1 band splitting observed experimentally is consistently larger for Allo than for Ddx

molecules (see Tables 1 and 2). As follows from our model calculations, this splitting value

should strongly depend on the angle between the polyene chain and the end ring (Support-

ing information, Table S4.1), as a result of different stabilization of the structure by solvent

molecules. The QMD (Fig. 4.6) may be a good tool for searching the relevant structures in dif-

ferent local minima for longer times, in order to fine-tune these angles in future calculations on

other systems. Experimentally, Ddx in n-hexane exhibits the S0→ S2 transition at 475.4 nm and

ν1 values at 1523.2 and 1528.9 cm−1. Using the CAM-B3LYP/cc-pVDZ calculation level for

r-gauche (five waters) and r-cis (in vacuo), the values obtained were (460.5 nm, 1571.4 cm−1)

and (477.1 nm, 1565.9 cm−1), respectively. The results show that the r-gauche conformation

of the terminal ring has a direct effect on the frequency of the ν1 C=C stretching band, upshift-

ing it by 6 cm−1. The calculations also describe the effect the r-gauche conformation has on

the S0 → S2 transition consistently, with a calculated downshift of 10−16 nm relative to r-cis.

The absorption spectra recorded for Ddx and Allo in different solvents do not present any ob-

vious features indicating the presence of different conformers. The absorption spectra of such

mixtures were simulated, for several ratios of all-trans lycopene and red-shifted all-trans ly-

copene – the latter red-shifted by 15 nm, as estimated for a ν1 difference of 5 cm−1 (Supporting

information, Fig. S4.4)30. These linear combinations produce absorption spectra with barely

distorted features up to 8:2 mixtures, although the peaks are significantly broader – as observed

experimentally for Ddx and Allo (Fig. 4.2a). This suggests that the presence of an additional

conformer at this molar ratio or less cannot be distinguished in the absorption spectrum.

On this basis, the ensemble of Ddx properties can be explained by proposing that the conjug-

ated end ring of alkyne Cars in solution explores a third meta-stable conformation (in addition

to the two stable, planar ones). It is of note that the QMD calculations, which led to this res-

ult, were performed in water, which is not a natural solvent for Ddx. This choice was driven

purely by the notion, supported by the Car−Parinello MD, that the hydrogen bonding prop-

erties of water could stabilize a non-global minimum conformation sufficiently to allow this

super-molecular modelling approach. To our knowledge, this is the first time that a carotenoid

in a distorted conformation could be successfully modelled. It shows, in particular, the spectac-

ular effect of the distortion on the molecular orbitals of the carotenoid. Predicting the properties

of molecules out of their minimal conformation is a general pitfall in modelling studies, and

this approach should have wide-ranging applications for QMD calculations on such distorted

conformers.
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4.5 Materials and methods

4.5.1 Nomenclature

Ddx and Allo contain a conjugated cycle on one end (Ddx) or both (Allo), which may present

isomerization around the carbon at position 6′ (and 6). As such isomers are distinct from iso-

merization in the linear chain, we distinguish them by using the nomenclature r-cis, r-trans,

or r-gauche rather than the IUPAC 6′-cis, 6′-trans, or 6′- gauche43 – where �r-� stands for

�isomerization of the end ring relative to the linear backbone�.

4.5.2 Pigment purification

Ddx was purified from cells of the marine diatom Phaeodactylum tricornutum (SAG collection,

strain 1090-1a). Allo was purified from cells of the marine cryptophyte Rhodomonas salina

(strain CCAP 978/27)46. Sample preparation was performed in the dark, on ice. Cells were

separated from the culture medium by centrifugation (7000g, 5 min), and the pigments were

extracted in three solubilization steps – in methanol twice, and finally acetone. In each step, the

pellet was suspended in the solvent and sonicated to induce pigment release. The cell material

was then removed by centrifugation (13000g, 1 min) to be used in the following step. The cell

material remained colorless after the third step. The extracts were then pooled and dried under

vacuum before dissolving in methanol prior to purification. The pigments were purified using a

high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) system consisting of Pump Controller Delta

600, a manual injection system, and a PDA 2996 detector (Waters, USA). The pigments were

separated on a reverse-phase Zorbax SB-C18 column (4.6 × 150 mm, 5 µm, silica-based, non-

endcapped; Agilent, USA), using a linear elution gradient at a 1 mL/min flow rate. A ternary

solvent system was used as follows: 0−4 min linear gradient from 100% solvent-A to 100 %

solvent-B, 4–18 min linear gradient from 100 % B to 20 % B/80 % to C (Solvent-A80/20 meth-

anol/0.5 M ammonium acetate (aq, pH 7.2 v/v); solvent-B – 90/10 acetonitrile/water; solvent-C

– 100 % ethyl acetate)47. The pigments were identified based on their absorption spectra and

retention times. The peaks of interest were collected, dried out in the dark under vacuum, and

stored at −80 °C. The purity of the final pigment preparation was verified by HPLC using the

same protocol47.

4.5.3 UV−Vis absorption

Absorption spectra were measured using a Varian Cary E5 Double-beam scanning spectropho-

tometer with a 1.0-cm path-length cuvette.
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4.5.4 Resonance Raman

Resonance Raman spectra were recorded at room temperature and 77 K, and the latter with an

LN2-flow cryostat (Air Liquide, France). Laser excitations at 476.5, 488.0, 501.7, and 514.5 nm

were obtained with an Ar+ Sabre laser (Coherent). Output laser powers of 10–100 mW were

attenuated to < 5 mW at the sample. The scattered light was focused into a Jobin- Yvon U1000

double-grating spectrometer (1800 grooves/mm gratings) equipped with a red-sensitive, back-

illuminated, LN2-cooled CCD camera. Sample stability and integrity were assessed based on

the similarity between the first and last Raman spectra.

4.5.5 Static calculations

The B3LYP functional in combination with the 6-311G(d,p) and cc-pVDZ basis set is known to

provide reasonably good geometries4,31. DFT-based methods are able to perform calculations

of the vibrational frequency with an overall root-mean-square error of 34–48 cm−1, signific-

antly less than that reported for the MP2 theory (61 cm−1)5. A scaling factor of 0.96 is used for

frequencies calculated by the B3LYP/6-31G(d) method, in order to obtain reasonable agreement

with the experimental data5,31,41. A polar environment can cause the shift of Raman frequen-

cies31, which can be determined for specific solvents by the PCM method, with a proportional

shift between experiment and calculations6,31,37. We chose the B3LYP/cc-pVDZ method for

the present study, available in the Gaussian 09 package (Rev D.01)48. The calculations were

performed with the “nosymm” keyword, disabling attempts to identify the point group of the

molecule. The end-group energy surfaces were calculated by changing the dihedral angle ar-

tificially from 0 to 360° in 0.5° steps and calculating the ground-state energy. The stabilized

conformations obtained after Car−Parinello molecular dynamics were used for geometry op-

timization and determination of energetic levels and Raman frequencies.

4.5.6 Molecular dynamics calculations

Car−Parinello molecular dynamics (QMD) calculations were carried out using NwChem pro-

gram ver. 6.649, with the initial molecular Ddx conformer in the gas phase optimized by DFT

methods. Taking this conformer as a starting structure, we rotated the end group by 90° and

obtained the initial conformations for Molecular Dynamics Simulations. Water molecules were

added using PACKMOL44, locating the packed molecules (Ddx and 139 water molecules) in

a simple 40 Å × 40 Å × 40 Å cube. Car−Parrinello molecular dynamics were carried out at

300 K with a time step of 3.0 a.u. (0.07257 fs), coupled to a Nosé−Hoovwe chains thermostat1

at a frequency of 1200 cm−1. An electronic mass parameter of 450 a.u. was implemented.

Electronic exchange and correlation were modelled using the gradient-corrected functional of
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Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof2. Core electrons were treated using the norm-conserving atomic

pseudo-potentials (PP) of Troullier and Martins3, while valence electrons were represented in

a plane-wave basis set truncated at an extended energy cut-off of 20 Ry. Following the initial

equilibration period, data were accrued further (1.5 ps) for the Car−Parrinello dynamics on the

parent model. The data were analysed and visualized using the Chemcraft 1.650, GaussView

5.048, and VMD 1.9.251 programs.
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Supporting information

Fig. S4.1. Molecular structures of r-trans and r-cis diadinoxanthin. The δ angle was chosen as
dihedral angle between C10’-C9’-C6’-C5’, which represents rotation of the end-ring relative to
the plane of the polyene chain.

Fig. S4.2. (a) The HOMO orbital of diadinoxanthin with water molecules in its environment:
the final 31 water molecules around the A and B sides after QMD. (b) Molecular structure of
diadinoxanthin stabilized by five water molecules.
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Fig. S4.3. Molecular orbitals HOMO, HOMO–1, HOMO–2, LUMO, LUMO+1 and LUMO+2,
in diadinoxanthin r-trans & r-cis configurations (in vacuo), and r-gauche configuration stabil-
ized by five water molecules.
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Fig. S4.4. Simulation of the absorption spectra of a mixture of carotenoids with different effect-
ive conjugation lengths, using lycopene in n-hexane as the reference: absorbance of lycopene in
n-hexane (red line), artificial spectrum of it upon 15-nm blue shift (represents an extreme case;
black line), and linear combinations of these two lycopene species at ratios: 9:1, 8:2, 7:3. Also,
spectra of alloxanthin and diadinoxanthin in pyridine are shown for comparison.

Fig. S4.5. HPLC chromatograms of purified pigments prior to the spectroscopic experiments.
Chromatograms are plotted at absorption maxima of the respective pigments. HPLC method
was identical to that used for pigment purification and collection.
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Table S4.1. Raman ν1 frequency correlations with the δ angle position of Ddx; location and
number of water molecules are also given. The presented structures did not exhibit imaginary
frequencies. Hydrogen bonding stabilized the third (r-gauche) minimum at various δ angles.
Water molecules were removed progressively, all structures with imaginary frequencies were
excluded, the table summarises the results with δ angle values ca. 90° (gauche).

*See Fig. 4.1
**Structures with the same number of water molecules correspond to waters in different positions around the
end-ring
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